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Yummy Tummy Food is certainly a beautifully illustrated children’ This delightful and funny publication
will be certain set children on a way to good health! The trunk pages include mostly asked
questions with simple, easy to comprehend answers. This shiny, cheerful tale brings a message to
young children and parents alike so they could read and explore this topic collectively.s book that
leads young children via an eating adventure, even while teaching them regarding the importance of
good food options, how digestion works and making elimination a fun and happy experience.
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Superb children's book on the process of digestion and elimination for youthful folks! Yummy
Tummy Food is the only children’s book I’ve seen that explains the digestive process, from table to
toilet, in a great, easy method for kids to grasp. The beautifully illustrated bright pages capture
children’s attention and their curiosity as they find out about the importance of good foods to eat
and the healthy process of digestion and elimination. The catchy phases on each page could easily
turn into a happy tune the child might sing while eating. I anticipate sharing this with my
grandchildren, great niece, and my friend’s kids. Fun and Informative! You can begin reading this to
little ones as soon as they start paying attention to colors. Just what a fun way to teach children
(and perhaps adults, too) how the digestive tract functions! Cute cartoon illustrations and rhyming
scheme will delight little -- and big -- children..A. Mardell can be a digestive health expert for all age
range. I highly recommend this book! My only regret is that this wasn't available when my children
were born. It really is verywell written and the illustrations are very colorful.! Just what a fun and
colorful method for children to understand about the digestive procedure! Essential read for all ages.
Helps kids know how their bodies work. Good nutritional references for parents. It really is a
fantastic learning piece and fun to read and appearance at the pictures as well, as small children
help the illustrator along with his drawings! Nicely illustrated; Even fun for adults What an informative
way to help our children gain knowledge about their bodies and digestive tract. Even fun for adults!
A splendidly happy purchaser! Cannot help but buy several to give as gifts for my close friends with
children aswell.! I am so excited to share this with ... This book is amazing! I am so thrilled to talk
about this with my nieces & nephew. Highly suggest-- ideal for waiting rooms too--my husband is
certainly a chiropractor and our individuals appreciate reading it. I can't wait to talk about this with All
of my adult close friends who have children!! This book is amazing! Informative & Engaging! Must
read for the whole family I LOVED this book. It had been so thoughtful, educational, and educational.
It was so easy to follow an extended to and the illustrations were done well. I can't wait showing this
reserve to my nephews. Good Job. There isn't a book that is that can compare with it. Highly
recommend! We purchased this fabulous publication for my friend's newborn girl. Learning the titles
of the digestive organs in the little boy diagram at the end is normally also good for children's
understanding, combined with the Q&. I think children will find it cute and exciting andpromote
questions that need to end up being answered. My nieces and nephews treasured it! Congrats
Mardell! My child has read it multiple moments and even described it while consuming! I love that
Mardell has created a reserve that expresses that importance to kids in such a beautiful and fun
method.) which book is so well-written at an easy-to-comprehend level that is fun, engaging and
very informative. I am always teaching my adult clients the importance of efficient digestion in
general health, pounds maintenance and disease avoidance. Kids can be picky eaters (I raised one!
The vibrancy of the shades and captivating of the people got me so excited I felt just like a small kid
again, wanting to explore meals in my body. Great and fun launch for little kiddos to understanding
the ... Great and fun intro for small kiddos to understanding the digestive procedure and exposing
them to positive materials for a wholesome lifestyle. As a mother and a Certified Nutrition Therapist, I
simply love this book! This is an absolutely wonderful book, filled with fabulous illustrations and
incredibly readable This is an absolutely wonderful book, filled with fabulous illustrations and very
readable, for children. It is such an ideal read for parents, schools, grandparents, EVERYONE! I
highly recommend this books for teachers in classrooms, most specifically for the Pre K age group
up through 3rd grade or so. the author explains the digestive process in a format that children can
understand. YOU NEED THIS BOOK! Just what a fun and colorful method for children to
understand about the . Where does the meals move when you swallow? They'll learn from the story
and the pictures, how important great foods are for our anatomies, combined with the process the



meals goes through from start to end. The simplistic explanations and perfect illustrations may even
help help educate adults with disabilities. I cannot express how much you must have this in your
house! Cute and interesting for Tiny Tots I think the artwork and the simple explanation is really
great for small children. The book is actually a journey with shiny illustrations, and moving shapes
that are fascinating to follow through each page. It'll with a bit of explanation fromMom or Father be
very interesting. Marie Good Health for Little Ones Delightful and educational for children to learn the
way the digestion works within their little bodies and the need for how we have to chew our food
for correct digestion that may benefit them for years to come!
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